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Impact of Receive Diversity on the Performance of
Amplify-and-Forward Relaying under

APS and IPS Power Constraints
Hakam Mheidat,Student Member, IEEE, and Murat Uysal,Member, IEEE

Abstract— In this letter, we investigate the impact of receive
diversity on the error rate performance of a relay-assisted
cooperative scheme in which the relay terminal is operating
in amplify-and-forward (AF) mode under the so-called average
power scaling (APS) and instantaneous power scaling (IPS)
constraints. We assume that the source and relay terminals are
each equipped with one antenna, while the destination terminal
is equipped with N receive antennas. Through the derivation of
symbol error rate expressions, we demonstrate that the maximum
achievable diversity orders under APS and IPS constraints are
N + 1 and 2N , respectively.

Index Terms— Cooperative diversity, amplify-and-forward re-
laying, error rate performance analysis.

I. I NTRODUCTION

COOPERATIVE diversity is an effective tool to exploit
distributed spatial diversity in the wireless networks. The

application of conventional space-time codes for user cooper-
ation in the form of virtual antennas has recently drawn much
attention, see [1], [2], [3] and the references therein. While
most of these works build upon the assumption that each
node is equipped with a single antenna, there have been recent
information theoretical results which demonstrate the benefits
of multiple antenna deployment [4]. Error rate performance
analysis of distributed space-time codes with multiple-antenna
nodes are presented in [5], [6] assuming decode-and-forward
(DF) relaying. In this letter, we consider an AF relaying sce-
nario where two single-antenna user nodes are communicating
with a destination node equipped withN receive antennas
and investigate the effect of multiple-antenna deployment at
the destination terminal upon the overall performance. For
AF relaying, we assume two different power constraints [7],
namelyβ2

1 = 1/ E
n,hSR

[|rR|2] andβ2
2 = 1/ E

n
[|rR|2], whererR

is the received signal at the relay terminal andE [.] denotes the
expectation operation. In the first constraint, the expectation is
with respect to bothn (which models the additive noise term)
andhSR (which models the fading coefficient in the source-
to-relay link). This ensures that an average output power is
maintained, but allows for the instantaneous output power to
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Fig. 1. Schematic representation of relay-assisted transmission withN
receive antennas at the destination terminal.

be much larger than the average. In the second constraint, the
expectation is carried only overn while each realization of
hSR needs to be estimated and utilized in the computation
of scaling term. This ensures that the same output power is
maintained for each realization. We refer the first and second
constraints asaverage power scaling(APS) andinstantaneous
power scaling(IPS) constraints, respectively. In this letter, we
derive symbol error rate (SER) expressions for AF relaying
with receive diversity (i.e. destination terminal with multiple
antennas) under these two power constraints and demonstrate
the maximum achievable diversity orders.

II. T RANSMISSIONMODEL

We consider the relay-assisted transmission scenario in Fig.
1. The source terminal communicates with the relay and
destination terminals during the first signaling interval. In the
second signaling interval, only the relay communicates with
the destination terminal. This set-up is named as Protocol II in
[1] and originally proposed in [7]. Let the M-PSK modulation
signal transmitted by the source terminal during the first time
slot denoted asx. The signal received at the relay terminal is
given as

rR,1 =
√

ESRhSRx + nR,1 (1)

In the first time slot, the signal received at theith receive
antenna of the destination terminal is

ri
D,1

=
√

ESDhi
SDx + ni

D,1, i = 1, 2, ..., N (2)
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In the second time slot, the relay terminal transmits a scaled
version of its received signalrR,1. The received signal at the
ith receive antenna is, therefore, given by

ri
D,2 =

√
ERDhi

RDβjrR,1 + ni
D,2, i = 1, 2, ..., N (3)

where the scaling termβj , j = 1, 2, is

β2
j =

{
1/(ESR + N0), for APS
1/

(
ESR |hSR|2 + N0

)
for IPS

In the above,nR,1, ni
D,1, and ni

D,2 are the independent
samples of a zero-mean complex Gaussian random variable
with varianceN0/2 per dimension, which model the additive
noise term. ERD, ESD, and ESR represent the average
energies available at the destination and relay terminals, taking
into account for possibly different path loss and shadowing
effects in relay-to-destination (R → D), source-to-destination
(S → D) and source-to-relay (S → R) links. hi

RD, hi
SD, and

hi
SR denote the complex fading coefficients overR → D,

S → D, and S → R links, respectively. They are modeled
as independent and identically distributed (i.i.d) complex
Gaussian random variables with variance0.5 per dimension
leading to the well-known Rayleigh channel assumption. Un-
der APS power constraint assumption, we can rewrite (3) after
normalization as in [1]

ri
D,2 =

√
γi

√
ERDhSRhi

RDx + n (4)

wheren is a zero-mean complex Gaussian random variable
with varianceN0/2 per dimension andγi is defined as

γi =
ESR/N0

1 + ESR/N0 +
∣∣hi

RD

∣∣2 ERD/N0

(5)

Under IPS constraint, the received signal preserves the same
form as in (4) whereγi is now given as

γi =
ESR/N0

1 + |hSR|2 ESR/N0 +
∣∣hi

RD

∣∣2 ERD/N0

(6)

III. D ERIVATION OF SER EXPRESSIONS

The destination terminal collects the received signals over
the first and second time slots with a maximum ratio
combiner (MRC). For fixed channel realizations, the in-
stantaneous SNR at the MRC output isγT = γS→D +
γS→R→D, where γS→D = (ESD/N0)

∑N
i=1

∣∣hi
SD

∣∣2 and

γS→R→D = (ERD/N0)
∑N

i=1 γi |hSR|2
∣∣hi

RD

∣∣2 represent the
instantaneous SNRs inS → D and S → R → D links,
respectively. In the following, we present SER derivations
under APS and IPS constraints:

A. SER under APS constraint

Due to the presence of
∣∣hi

RD

∣∣2 term in (5), the derivation of
SER becomes analytically difficult unless some assumptions
are imposed on the SNR in the underlying links. In the
following, we assume perfect power control whereS → D
and R → D, links are balanced,ERD/N0 = ESD/N0, and
sufficiently large SNR for theS → R link, i.e. ESR/N0 >

ESD/N0. Under these assumptions, we haveγi ≈ 1 and
γS→R→D = (ERD/N0) |hSR|2

∑N
i=1

∣∣hi
RD

∣∣2. Relying on
previous results reported in [8] for the SER performance of
coherent M-PSK, we can write

P =
1
π

(M−1)π/M∫

0

ΦγT
(−s)|

s=
sin2(π/M)

sin2 θ

dθ

where ΦγT
(−s) = Φγ

S→D
(−s)Φγ

S→R→D
(−s) is the mo-

ment generating function (MGF) ofγT . The MGF ofγS→D

can be readily found asΦγ
S→D

(−s) = (1 + sESD/N0)
−N

[8]. The MGF of γS→R→D can be evaluated as [9]

Φγ
S→R→D

(s) =

∞∫

0

fZ1(z1)ΦZ2(sz1)dz1 (7)

where we defineγS→R→D = Z1Z2 in terms of Z1 =∑N
i=1

∣∣hi
RD

∣∣2 and Z2 = |hSR|2 ESD/N0. Here,Z1 is a chi-
squared random variable with2N degrees of freedom [10],
and Z2 has the MGFΦZ2(sz1) = 1/ (1− z1sESD/N0) [8].
This leads to

Φγ
S→R→D

(−s) =
1

Γ (N)

∞∫

0

zN−1
1 e−z1

1 + z1sESD/N0
dz1 (8)

whereΓ(·) denotes the gamma function [11]. Using the results
in [11, p.338, 3.353.5] to solve the resulting integral, we obtain
the final SER expression in the form of a single finite-range
integral as

P = 1
π

(M−1)π/M∫
0

−1
Γ(N)

×




(
(−1)N−2ξN−1eξΓ(0,ξ)−

N−1∑
j=1

(j−1)!(−ξ)N−1−j

)

(1+ 1
ξ )N 1

ξ


 dθ

(9)

whereΓ(·, ·) denotes the incomplete gamma function [11] and
ξ = sin2 θ

(
sin2 (π/M)ESD/N0

)−1
.

To have further insight into the SER performance, we upper
bound (9) by replacingθ with π/2 to yield Chernoff bound
as

P ≤ K (M − 1)
M

1

(1 + ESD/2N0)
N

1
ESD/2N0

(10)

where K is defined as in (11). For asymptotically high
ESD/N0, we obtain

P ≤





M−1
M Γ

(
0, 1

ESD/2N0

)(
ESD

2N0

)−2

, N = 1

M−1
M

Γ(N−1)
Γ(N)

(
ESD

2N0

)−(N+1)

, N > 1
(12)

Evidently, (12) reveals that the diversity order for AF
relaying under APS constraint isN +1 and that full diversity
(i.e. 2N ) can not be exploited. This demonstrates that the
smaller of the diversity orders experienced inS → R and
R → D links becomes the performance bottleneck for the
relaying path under this constraint.
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K =





e
1

ESD/2N0 Γ
(
0, 1

ESD/2N0

)
, N = 1

−1
Γ(N)

(
(−1)N−2

(
ESD

2N0

)−(N−1)

e
1

ESD/2N0 Γ
(
0, 1

ESD/2N0

)
−

N−1∑
j=1

(j − 1)!
(
−ESD

2N0

)−(N−1−j)
)

, N > 1
(11)
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Fig. 2. SER performance of relay-assisted transmission with1, 2, and 3
receive antennas.

B. SER under IPS constraint

Under the similar SNR assumptions imposed in the pre-
vious section, (6) reduces toγi ≈ 1/|hSR|2 which results
in γS→R→D = (ERD/N0)

∑N
i=1

∣∣hi
RD

∣∣2. Following similar
steps to above, we can obtain the final SER expression as

P =
1
π

(M−1)π/M∫

0

(
1 +

sin2 (π/M)
sin2 θ

ESD

N0

)−2N

dθ (13)

Replacingθ by π/2 and assuming highESD/N0 >> 1, we
obtain an upper bound on SER as

P ≤ M − 1
M

(
ESD

2N0

)−2N

(14)

which demonstrates that the diversity order of AF relaying
under IPS constraint is2N . This is also equal to the maximum
diversity available for the considered scenario.

For N = 1 (i.e. destination terminal with single-antenna),
diversity orders under both APS and IPS constraints become
equal to 2. Although, asymptotically, full diversity is achieved
for N = 1 under both constraints, it can be further argued
that AF-APS suffers from a coding gain loss (i.e. horizontal
shift in the performance) and is outperformed by AF-IPS
noting the additional term in (12) compared to (14), i.e.
Γ (0, 1/(ESD/2N0)) > 1.

IV. SIMULATION RESULTS

In this section, we present Monte-Carlo simulation results
to confirm our analytical observations. We consider4-PSK
modulation and assume thatESD/N0 is scaled by the number
of receive antennas, i.e. byN . We also assumeESD = ERD,

i.e. S → D and R → D links are balanced. This can be
achieved through power control. As for theS → R link,
we assumeESR/N0 = 35dB. Fig. 2 illustrates the simulated
SER performance forN = 1, 2, 3 receive antennas. For all
considered cases, derived SER expressions, i.e. (9) and (13)
perfectly match with the simulation results and are omitted
here for the sake of illustration. It is observed from Fig. 2 that
the diversity orders for the single-antenna case under both APS
and IPS constraints are equal to2. AF-IPS still outperforms
AF-APS confirming our earlier analytical observations. For
N = 2 and 3, AF-IPS achieves diversity orders of4 and
6, exploiting the available full diversity (i.e.2N ) in the
underlying channels as predicted by (14). On the other hand,
AF-APS is able to exploit only a partial diversity, achieving
diversity orders of3 and4 for N = 2 and3, respectively. This
partial diversity is equal toN + 1 as predicted by (12).

V. CONCLUSIONS

We have derived SER expressions for AF relaying under
the so-called APS and IPS constraints and investigated the
impact of receive diversity on the error rate performance. Our
analysis reveals out that the diversity order of AF-APS over
the relaying path is governed by the link which has smaller
diversity order. This results in an overall diversity order of
N + 1 for the considered cooperative scenario. For the same
scenario, AF-IPS is able to exploit the full available diversity
and, therefore, outperforms AF-APS.
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